We show how to find a small loop cutset in a Bayesian network. Finding such a loop cutset is the first step in the method of condition ing for inference. Our algorithm for finding a loop cutset, called MGA, finds a loop cut set which is guaranteed in the worst case to contain less than twice the number of vari ables contained in a minimum loop cutset. We test MGA on randomly generated graphs and find that the average ratio between the number of instances associated with the algo rithms' output and the number of instances associated with a minimum solution is 1. 22.
Introduction
Most inference algorithms for the computation of a posterior probability in general Bayesian networks have two conceptual phases. One phase handles op erations on the graphical structure itself and the other performs probabilistic computations. For example, the clique tree algorithm requires us to first find a "good" clique tree and then perform probabilistic computa tions on the clique tree [LS88] . Pearl's method of con ditioning requires us first to find a "good" loop cutset and then perform a calculation for each loop cutset [Pe86, Pe88] . Finally, Shachter's algorithm requires us to find a "good" sequence of transformations and then, for each transformation, to compute some conditional probability tables [Sh86] .
In the three algorithms just mentioned the first phase is to find a good discrete structure, namely, a clique tree, a cutset, or a sequence of transformations. The goodness of the structure depends on a chosen param eter that, if selected appropriately, reduces the proba bilistic computations done in the second phase. Find ing a structure that optimizes the selected parameter is usually NP-hard and thus heuristic methods are ap plied to find a reasonable structure. Most methods in the past had no guarantee of performance and per formed very badly when presented with an appropriate example. For example, the greedy algorithms of [St90] and [SC90] for the method of conditioning may in the worst case perform as bad as a factor of n /4 where n is the number of variables in a Bayesian network. That is to say, the size of their solution instead of being 2 variables may include as many as n/2 variables-a dis astrous outcome. Similar situations occur with other inference algorithms.
However, recently, among other results, Bar-Yehuda et al. (1994 ) have developed an algorithm that finds a loop cutset that is guaranteed in the worst case to contain less than 4 times the number of variables con tained by a minimum loop cutset. This guarantee is given only when the number of values of every vari able in the network is the same. Note that this result means that the number of instances associated with a loop cutset F found by their algorithm (e.g., ,IF I if the number of values of every variable is r) is no more than the number of instances associated with a mini mum loop cutset raised to the forth power. Note also that, the problem of finding a minimum loop cutset was shown to be NP-hard in [SC90] .
Our paper offers a new algorithm for finding a loop cutset, called MGA, that finds a loop cutset which is guaranteed in the worst case to contain less than twice the number of variables contained in an optimal loop cutset. That is, the number of instances associ ated with a loop cutset found by our algorithm is no more than the number of instances associated with an optimal loop cutset raised to the second power. The complexity of MGA is O(m + nlogn) where � and n are the number of edges and vertices respectively. Unlike [BGNR94] , our result holds even when the ar ities of the variables are arbitrary. Like [BGNR94}, our solution is based on a reduction to the Weighted Vertex Feedback Set Problem, defined in the next sec tion. We should emphasize that all these performance guarantees are for the worst case.
In Section 4 we test MGA on randomly generated graphs and find that the average ratio between the number of instances associated with the algonthms' output and the number of instances associated with a minimum solution is 1.22.
From a theoretical point of view, Bar-Yehuda et. a!. (1994) note that as the number of variables grows to infinity the worst case ratio between the size of a loop cutset found by any polynomial algorithm and the size of an optimal loop cutset cannot be less than two un less the unlikely event that a similar result is obtained for the weighted vertex cover problem (WVC/. Conse quently, we conjecture that no polynomial algorithm for the loop cutset problem performs better in the worst case than the algorithm presented in this paper as graphs grow to infinity in size.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we outline the method of conditioning, ex plain the related loop cutset problem and describe the reduction from the loop cutset problem to the Weighted Vertex Feedback Set (WVFS) Problem. In Section 3 we provide two approximation algorithms for the WVFS problem which is by itself an NP-Complete problem [GJ79, . Finally, in Section 4 we present experiments that test the average performance of our algorithms. Suppose now that some variables { v1, ... , v1} among {u1, ... , U n } are assigned specific values {v1, . .. , vt} respectively. The updating problem is to compute the probability P( u; I v1 = v1, . .. , v, = v, ) for i = 1, .. . , n.
A trail in a Bayesian network is a sub graph whose un derlying graph is a simple path. A vertex b is called a sink with respect to a trail t if there exist two consec utive edges a -+ b and b r-c on t. A trail t is active by a set of vertices Z if ( 1) every sink with respect to Verma and Pearl [VP88] The approach we take is to reduce the weighted loop cutset problem to the weighted vertex feedback set problem, as done by [BGNR94] . We now define the weighted vertex feedback set problem and then the re duction.
Let G = (V, E) be an undirected graph, and let w : V --+ m+ be a weight function on the vertices of G. A vertex feedback set of G is a subset of vertices F C V such that each cycle in G passes through at least �ne vertex in F. In other words, a vertex feedback set F is a set of vertices of G such that by removing F from G, along with all the edges incident with F, we obtain a set of trees (i.e., a forest). The weight of a set of vertices X is denoted (as before) by w(X) and is equal to 2:: v€X w(v). A minim· um vertex feedback set of a weighted graph G with a weight function w is a vertex feedback set F* of G for which w(F*) is minimum over all vertex feedback sets of G. The Weighted Vertex Feedback Set (WVFS) Problem is defined as fi nding a minimum vertex feedback set of a given weighted graph G having a weight function w. Application of this problem for constraint satisfaction is described in [DP90] .
In the next section we offer an algorithm, called MGA, for approximately solving the weighted vertex feedback set problem. The algorithm is guaranteed to output a weighted vertex set whose weight is less than twice the optimal weight.
The reduction is as follows. Given a weighted directed graph (D, w) (e.g., a Bayesian network), we define the Our algorithm can now be easily stated. with weight function w,;
2. Apply MGA on (D5,w,) to obtain a vertex feedback set F;
It is immediately seen that if MGA outputs a vertex feedback set F whose weight is no more than twice the weight of a minimum vertex feedback set of Ds, then "1/l(F) is a loop cutset of D with weight no more than twice the weight of a minimum loop cutset of D. This observation holds because there is an obvious one-to one and onto correspondence between loops in D and cycles in D, and because MGA never chooses a vertex that has an infinite weight.
Algorithms For The WVFS problem
Recall that the weighted vertex feedback set problem is defined as finding a minimum vertex feedback set of a given weighted graph G.
3.1
The Greedy Algorithm
We first analyze the simplest of all approximation algo rithms for the weighted vertex feedback set problem the greedy algorithm. Assume we are given a weighted undirected graph G with a weight function w. 
Repeatedly remove all vertices with degree 0 or 1 from V and insert the resulting graph into G; While G; is not the empty graph do 1. Pick a vertex v; for which
Repeatedly remove all vertices with degree 0 or 1 from V and insert the resulting graph into G;
end.
In the rest of this section we prove that the perfor mance ratio of this greedy algorithm is bounded by
is the degree of the graph. Recall that the performance ratio of an approx imation algorithm is the worst case ratio between the weight of the algorithm's output and the weight of an optimal solution. In Section 4, we show experimentally that even this simple algorithm when combined with the reduction algorithm LC convincingly outperforms the algorithms given by [SC90, St90] .
Let F* be an optimal weighted fe edback set of G(V, E, w) and let Y = V\F*. To analyze the performance ratio we use a lemma that bounds the number of edges in G; covered by the al gorithm until its termination. We need the following definitions. Let d x(v) be the number of edges whose one endpoint is v and the other is a vertex in X. De note F;* = F* n V; and F'; = Y n V;. A linkpoint is a vertex that has a degree 2 and A branchpoint is a vertex that has a degree larger than 2. (A self-loop adds 2 to the degree of a vertex) .
j=i Proof: We will actually prove that,
Furthermore, the graph induced by F'; is a forest and since the number of edges in a forest is smaller 
The proof of the first part of Eq. 4 is constructive. We repeatedly apply the following procedure on G; We now show that w(F)::; 2 · (logd + 1) · w(F*).
Since c; 2:: Ci-1, we can apply Eq. 3 and so,
However, since the last sum on the right hand side merely counts the edge weights according to the iter ation they are assigned a weight, we get,
vEF" eEr1(v)
Now, for every v E F*,
where H(m) = 2::: : �1 1/i, as shown in [Ch79] using the following argument. Let s be the largest superscript
where the inequality is due to Eq. 2. Furthermore, by induction, We have an example in which the ratio between GA's output and the optimal output is 2log d . Our exam ple is similar to the example for the vertex cover prob lem given in [Mo92, pp. 47]. Consequently, the upper bound given in Theorem 2 is rather tight.
3.2
The Modified Greedy Algorithm
We now present a modified greedy algorithm, called MGA, whose performance ratio is bounded by the con stant 2. The changes we introduce into the greedy al gorithm are quite minor and so it is interesting that such a vast improvement in the performance ratio is obtained. A similar phenomenon is reported in the context of the weighted vertex cover problem [Cl83] .
MGA has two phases. In the first phase MGA repeat edly chooses to insert a vertex v into the constructed vertex feedback set if the ratio between v 's weight w ( v) and v 's degree d( v ) in the current graph is minimal across all vertices in the current graph. When v is se lected, it is removed from the current graph and then all vertices with degree 0 or 1 are repeatedly removed as well. For every edge removed in this process, a.
weight of w (v) j d(v) is subtracted from its endpoint vertices. These steps are repeated until the graph is exhausted. The only difference between this phase and the plain greedy algorithm is the revision of some weights in each step instead of just revising the current degrees. The second phase removes redundant vertices from the constructed vertex feedback set.
ALGORITHM MGA
Input: A weighted undirected graph G(V, E, w ) .
Output: A vertex feedback set F.
Repeatedly remove all vertices with degree 0 or 1 from V and their adjacent edges from E and insert the resulting graph into G;. While G; is not the empty graph do 1. Pick a vertex v; for which �t�S is minimum in G;
Repeatedly remove all vertices with degree 0 or 1 from V and their adjacent edges from E and insert the resulting graph into G;.
end F +-F1
For every edge e = (ut, u2 ) removed in this process do 
eer, (v) and if v E F equality must hold. Eq. 9 replaces the in equality l:: eer,(v) C(e) :S:
for the greedy algorithm. By analogy with the previ ous section and using similar lines of reasoning, it is clear that Eqs. 8 and 9 which replace Eqs. 3 and 7 show that the bound on the performance ratio drops from 2 · H(d) for the greedy algorithm to 2 for the modified greedy algorithm.
Theorem 3 Algorithm MGA always outputs a vertex feedback set whose weight is no more than twice the weight of the optimal vertex feedback set.
Proof. As in Section 3.1, F* denotes a m1mmum feedback set of G(V, 
. (12) j=i Since c; 2: ci-t, we can apply Eq. 12 and so, analo gously to the derivation of Eq. 6, we get,
2 I: I: C(e)
Now, Eqs. 9 and 13 yield the claimed inequality, The complexity of the first phase of MGA is O(IEI + lVI log lVI) using a Fibonacci heap (e.g., [FT87] ) be cause fi nding and deleting a vertex with minimum ra tio w(v)/ d(v ) from the heap is done lVI times at the cost of O(log lVI) and decreasing a weight from a ver tex in the heap is done lEI times at an amortized cost ofO(l). The complexity of the second phase ofMGA is also is O(IEI + lVI log lVI) using a simple implemen tation of the union-find algorithm because we need to do at most lVI union operations at an amortized cost of O(log lVI) and at most lEI find operations at the cost of 0(1) [CLR90, pp. 445].
Interestingly, if the second phase is removed from MGA (making MGA even closer to GA), then it can be shown that the performance ratio becomes 4 rather than 2. Hence the vast improvement in the worst case performance of MGA compared toGA stems from changing the vertices' weights in each step rather than from removing redundant vertices.
3.3
A Theorem about Minimal Vertex Feedback Sets
In this section we prove Eq. 8 which has been used in the analysis of the modified greedy algorithm. Let G be a weighted graph for which every vertex has a degree strictly greater than 1, F be a minimal ver tex feedback set of G and F* be an arbitrary vertex feedback set of G (possibly a minimum weight vertex feedback set). Let d( v) be the degree of vertex v and dx(v) be the number of edges whose one endpoint is v and the other is in a set of vertices X.
Theorem 4 Let G, F and F* be defined as above.
This theorem is interesting by its own sake since it relates the number of edges adjacent to any minimal weighted vertex feedback set to the number of edges adjacent to any minimum weighted vertex feedback set. Note that Ft is a minimal vertex feedback set of Gi and therefore Theorem 4 proves Eq. 8.
To prove this theorem we divide l:vEF d(v) into the sum 2IFI+ Lv EF (d(v)-2) and provide an upper bound for each term.
Lemma 5 Let G, F and F* be defined as above.
Then, 
vEFnB holds for some set of vertices B. We now define a set B for which this inequality can be proven. Since F is minimal, each vertex in F can be associated with a cycle in G that contains no other vertices of F. We define a graph H that consists of the union of these cycles-one cycle per each vertex. Note that every vertex in F is a linkpoint in H, i.e., a vertex with degree 2. Let B be the vertices of H.
The proof of Eq. 18 is constructive. We repeatedly apply the fo llowing procedure on H selecting in each step a vertex v E F and showing that there are terms in the right hand side (RHS) of Eq. 18 that contribute 2 to the RHS and have not been used for any other v E F.
Set H' = H. Pick a vertex v E F and follow the two paths Pt and p2 in H' emanating from v (which is a linkpoint) until the first branchpoint on each side is found. There are three cases to consider. Either two distinct branchpoints bi and b2 are found, one branchpoint bt (in which case P i and p2 define a cy cle) or none (if the cycle is isolated). In the first case the two edge�on Pi and P2 whose endpoints are bt E F and b2 E F, respectively, are associated with the terms dB(bi)-2 > 0 and dB(b2) -2 > 0 in the RHS and so each of these terms contributes 1 to the sum L vEF n B (dB(v) -2). In the second case, simi larly, j_he two edges on Pi and p2 whose endpoints is bt E F are associated with the term dB(b1)-2 > 0 and so, if dB(bt) > 3, this term contributes 2 to the sum LvE F nB (d B ( v )-2). If dB(bt) = 3 we continue to follow the third path from bi (i.e., not Pi or P2) until another branchpoint b2 E F is found and the last edge on that path is associated with d8(b2) -2 which contributes the extra missing 1 to the RHS. Finally, if no branchpoint is found, then on the cycle in which v resides there must exist a vertex from F* that resides on no other cycles of H'. Thus, the third case could not occur more than IF* n Bl times. Now remove the paths Pi and P2 from H' obtaining a graph in which still each vertex in F resides on a cycle that contains no other vertices of F. Continue the process until F is exhausted. D Lemma 6 Let G, F and F* be defined as above. Then the sum LvEF(d(v)-2) is upper bounded by,
We now claim th a t Lv EFnF' ( dp-( v) 
+ LvEFnF" dp( v) and therefore
which concludes the proof of Theorem 4.
Experimental Results
Below we denote by A1 the algorithm described in [SC90] and by A2 the algorithm described in [St90] .
We performed six experiments. In the first two ex periments we tested how the outputs of the four al gorithms, A1, A2, GA, and MGA, compare to a min imum loop cutset. In two additional experiments we checked how the algorithms' outputs compare to each other when given larger graphs for which a minimum loop cutset is hard to obtain. In the above four ex periments we have chosen all variables to be binary. The final two experiments compare the performance of these algorithms when the number of values in each vertex is randomly chosen between 2 and 6, 2 and 8, and between 2 and 10. Each instance of the six exper iments is based on 100 graphs generated as described by [SC90] .
In the first experiment each of the 100 graphs gener ated had 15 vertices and 25 edges. MGA made only one mistake producing 6 vertices instead of the mini mum of 5 vertices. G A made 4 mistakes each by one vertex off. A2 made 7 mistakes one of which was two vertices off the minimum and the other six mistakes were one vertex off. A1 made 11 mistakes one of which was 2 vertices off and the other 10 mistakes were one vertex off. The minimum loop cutsets were between 3 and 6 vertices. Note that the ratio between the num ber of instances associated with a loop cutset found by MGA in this experiment and the number of instances associated with a minimum loop cutset is 1.002 which is far less than the theoretical ratios guaranteed by Finally, we repeated some of the experiments except that now each vertex was associated with a random number of values (between 2 and 6, 2 and 8, and 2 and 10). The results are summarized in the table be low. The two algorithms, A1 and MGA, output loop cutsets of the same size in 55% of the graphs and when the algorithms disagreed, then in 81% of these graphs MGA performed better than Al. The ratio obtained between the number of instances of the algorithms so lution and a minimum solution was 1.22 for MGA and To repeat this experiment with A2 required us to make a small change in A2 because it is not designed to run with vertices having different number of values. We adopted the approach of A1 which selects vertices (with at most one parent) according to their degree and if there are several candidates the one with the least number of values is selected for the loop cutset. Combining this idea with the A2 algorithm defines an algorithm we call the weighted A2 algorithm. The re sults obtained were that MGA performed better than WA2 in 175 of the 224 graphs in which the algorithms disagreed (out of 600). The ratio obtained between the number of instances of the algorithms' solution and a minimum solution was 1.22 for MGA and 1.33 for WA2.
Re mark.
While this work was at its final stages of preparation we became aware of a different method for the WVFS problem that achieves a performance ratio of 2 [Be94] . A quick examination of our own work in light of this information revealed that our method also achieves a performance ratio of 2.
